Spatially guided functional correlation tensor: A new method to associate body mass index and white matter neuroimaging.
Obesity causes critical health problems including cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and stroke. Various neuroimaging methods including diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) are used to explore white matter (WM) alterations in obesity. The functional correlation tensor (FCT) is a method to simulate DTI in WM using resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (rs-fMRI). In this study, we enhanced the FCT with additional anatomical information from T1-weighted data in a regression framework. The goal was to 1) develop a spatially guided enhanced FCT (s-eFCT) and to 2) use it to identify imaging biomarkers for obesity. We computed fractional anisotropy (FA) and the mean diffusivity (MD) from the s-eFCT. The regional FA and MD values that can explain body mass index (BMI) well were chosen. The identified regional FA and MD values were used to predict BMI values. The correlation between real and predicted BMIs was 0.57. There was no significant correlation between real and predicted DTI using the MD. The BMI predicted using FA was used to classify participants into three obesity subgroups. The classification accuracy was 57.20%. In summary, we found potential imaging biomarkers of obesity based on the s-eFCT.